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Abstract
Tensor product smooths provide the natural way of representing smooth interaction terms in re-
gression models because they are invariant to the units in which the covariates are measured, hence
avoiding the need for arbitrary decisions about relative scaling of variables. They would also be the
natural way to represent smooth interactions in mixed regression models, but for the fact that the ten-
sor product constructions proposed to date are difficult or impossible to estimate using most standard
mixed modelling software. This paper proposes a new approach to the construction of tensor product
smooths, which allows the smooth to to be written as the sum of some fixed effects and some sets
of i.i.d. Gaussian random effects: no previously published construction achieves this. Because of
the simplicity of this random effects structure, our construction is useable with almost any flexible
mixed modelling software, allowing smooth interaction terms to be readily incorporated into any
Generalized Linear Mixed Model. To achieve the computationally convenient separation of smooth-
ing penalties, the construction differs from previous tensor product approaches in the penalties used
to control smoothness, but the penalties have the advantage over several alternative approaches of
being explicitly interpretable in terms of function shape. Like all tensor product smoothing meth-
ods, our approach builds up smooth functions of several variables from marginal smooths of lower
dimension, but unlike much of the previous literature we treat the general case in which the marginal
smooths can be any quadratically penalized basis expansion, and there can be any number of them.
We also point out that the imposition of identifiability constraints on smoothers requires more care
in the mixed model setting than it would in a simple additive model setting, and show how to deal
with the issue. An interesting side effect of our construction is that an ANOVA-decomposition of the
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smooth can be read off from the estimates, although this is not our primary focus. We were moti-
vated to undertake this work by applied problems in the analysis of abundance survey data, and two
examples of this are presented.
Keywords: tensor product, smooth, smoothing spline ANOVA, low rank, space-time, spatio-temporal,
identifiability constraint, mixed model.
1 Introduction
Generalized additive mixed models (GAMM, Lin and Zhang, 1999) combine the flexible modelling of
the relationship between a response and predictors embodied in generalized additive models (GAM,
Hastie and Tibshirani, 1986), with the flexible models of stochastic variability in the response provided
by generalized linear mixed models (GLMM). Depending on the applied problem to hand, one can view
GAMMs as adding random effects to GAMs, or as adding flexible fixed effects modelling to GLMMs,
and the estimation strategies for GAMMs divide along similar lines. If the primary interest is in esti-
mating the smooth relationships between the response and predictors, and the random effects structure
is simple and low dimensional, then it is usually best to estimate the GAMM using methods designed
for GAMs, treating the random effects in the same way that the smooth functions are treated (see Wood,
2008, 2011). Alternatively, if the random effects structure is richer and high dimensional, then GAM
specific methods are usually inefficient or impractical, and it is better to represent the smooth functions
as random effects, and estimate using methods designed for GLMMs.
The duality between spline like smooths and random effects that underpins these two strategies goes
back to Kimeldorf and Wahba (1970) but straightforward methods for estimating smooths as mixed
model components in GLMMs had to wait for the simple Pspline approach of Ruppert, Wand and Carrol
(2003, see also Verbayla et al. 1999 and Eilers, 1999). They proposed representing 1D functions in
mixed models using simple truncated power basis splines, with a ridge penalty. Such splines can be
estimated as i.i.d. Gaussian random effects, rendering estimation straightforward with most flexible
mixed modelling software. It was quickly realized that a simple re-parameterization trick would allow
the same approach to be taken with any spline like smooth representable with a linear basis expansion
and a quadratic penalty (e.g. Wood, 2004, Fahrmeir et al., 2004).
Unfortunately, to date the important class of tensor product smoothers can not be treated in this way.
Tensor product smooths are the method of choice for representing smooth interaction terms in models
(smooth functions of more than one variable), when the variables are represented in different units. The
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idea is that when the relative scaling of variables is arbitrary then the smooth should be invariant to that
scaling, and free from arbitrary decisions about the relative importance of smoothness with respect to
those variables (for example, invariance should not be obtained by the artificial device of applying an
artificial rescaling to the data, if poor smoother performance is to be avoided).
There is an extensive literature on tensor product smoothing, with Wahba (1990) and Gu (2002)
providing good overviews of the full smoothing spline approach. Kim and Gu (2004), Eilers and Marx
(2003), Wood (2006a), Belitz and Lang (2008) and Lee and Durban (2011) are among the papers dis-
cussing computationally efficient low rank tensor product smoothers, which offer feasible computation
even with large data sets. However, no published approach to tensor product smoothing provides invari-
ant smooths which can be represented as fixed effects plus a sequence of sets of i.i.d. Gaussian random
effects, in the way that is needed for computation with most mixed modelling software. Instead all the
published tensor product constructions result in mixed model representations in which at least one ran-
dom effect covariance matrix has a non-standard form involving at least two variance parameters. For
this reason the existing approaches require specialist software to be written in order to fit them (even
Wood, 2006a, which does manage estimation via R package nlme, required the use of complex bespoke
covariance classes).
This paper provides the first tensor product construction method which results in invariant smooths
and has a mixed model representation involving no more than simple i.i.d. Gaussian random effects. We
can not achieve this by simply re-writing existing constructions in some clever way, but must instead use
a different set of smoothing penalties to those employed by previous authors (although some of the set
will correspond to those employed by Gu, 2002, when the marginal penalties coincide). However, these
penalties are directly interpretable in terms of function shape, which is a further advantage over several
published alternatives, where the penalty meaning is not explicit.
2 The model and its representation
The general model class considered is
g(i) = Xi+
X
j
Lijfj + Zib; b  N(0; ); yi  EF(i; ) (1)
where the yi are independent observations of a univariate response variable from an exponential family
distribution with mean i and scale parameter . g is a known smooth monotonic link function, X is
a model matrix (the notation Ai denotes the ith row of A),  is a vector of unknown parameters, Z
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is a model matrix for random effects b, which have covariance matrix   parameterized by unknown
parameter vector . Lij is a known linear functional and fj an unknown smooth function of one or more
variables, with an unknown degree of smoothness. Associated with each fj is one or more penalties
measuring departure from smoothness, Jj(f). Often the Lij are simply evaluation functionals so that
Lijfj = fj(xji), but other common examples are the ‘varying coefficient’ term Lijfj = fj(xji)zji
where zji is a known covariate, or the ‘signal regression’ term Lijfj =
R
ki(x)fj(x)dx, where ki(x) is
an observed function.
Representing the fj in (1) by intermediate rank penalized regression splines (e.g. Wahba, 1980,
Parker and Rice, 1985, Eilers and Marx, 1996) results in a computationally convenient inferential frame-
work for these models (e.g. Wood, 2004, 2008), particularly if each fj is subject to only one smoothing
penalty. Standard mixed modeling software can be used to estimate (1) in this case, which allows the
models to employ rich random effects structures. However, if the fj are functions of several variables,
then single penalties usually arise only when it is appropriate to smooth isotropically, and isotropic
smoothing is not appropriate for most interaction terms. For example, it is rarely appropriate to treat
space and time isotropically when smoothing: indeed variables measured in different units should sel-
dom be treated isotropically, and it is rare that there is a natural relative scaling of variables with different
units that is apparent to the modeller a priori.
The key property of properly constructed smooth interaction terms is that they should be invariant to
the relative scaling of their covariates when this scaling is arbitrary, and should achieve this invariance
without arbitrary assumptions about the relative importance of smoothness with respect to these different
covariates: this is the motivation underlying tensor product smoothing. In such smooths invariance is
achieved by employing tensor products of spline bases to represent smooths, with each smooth subject
to multiple smoothing penalties. The original work in this area employed full spline smoothers (see
Wahba, 1990 and Gu, 2002 for overviews), but recent work has developed more computationally efficient
approaches based on penalized regression splines (Gu and Kim, 2002 and Kim and Gu, 2004, Eilers and
Marx, 2003, Wood 2006a, Belitz and Lang, 2008, and Lee and Durba´n, 2011), which allows feasible
computation with much larger datasets. The problem, in practice, is that multiple penalization makes
it difficult or impossible to estimate these interaction smooths using most standard mixed modeling
software (such as R package lme4 or the procedures provided by SAS), substantially restricting the
class of regression models in which they can be incorporated.
The purpose of this paper is to provide interaction smooths that can conveniently be estimated by
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modern mixed modeling software. This is achieved via a construction method that allows tensor product
smooths to be decomposed into components each subject to at most one penalty. The construction is fully
automatic, and unlike most previous work on low rank tensor product smoothing, it is general, rather than
focusing on particular marginal bases: this has the immediate benefit of allowing production of a rather
natural three dimensional space-time smoothers constructed from a two dimensional thin plate spline
for space, and a one dimensional spline for time. The construction results in a somewhat different set
of penalties to those used by previous authors, but this has the advantage (shared by the full smoothing
splines) that the penalties can have explicit interpretations in terms of function shape.
With such a general method, the modeler is free to specify the tensor product smooths best suited to
the task at hand and to use the best estimation software available, rather than being restricted to particular
smooths for which methods exist and to software that can cope with the construction.
2.1 Basis penalty smooths
First consider representing smooth functions that are univariate, or where isotropic smoothness is appro-
priate. The jth smooth in (1) can be represented as
fj(x) =
X
k
kbjk(x)
where the k are unknown parameters and the bjk(x) are some known spline basis functions (the k are
specific to fj , here, but to avoid clutter we have not denoted this notationally). For spline like smoothers
we can always write the penalty for fj as Jj(fj) = TSj where Sj is a positive semi-definite matrix
of fixed coefficients. Taking a Bayesian perspective (e.g. Silverman, 1985) the penalties can be used to
define (independent) improper priors on the wiggliness of each fj , namely
() / exp   jTSj=(2) (2)
where the j control the dispersion of the priors, and hence the smoothness of the fj . Given  and ,
the MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimates/predictions for , b and the spline coefficients are easily
obtained by penalized likelihood maximization. An empirical Bayes approach can be used to estimate ,
 and bymarginal likelihoodmaximization after approximately integrating out the random components
of b,  and the spline coefficients from their joint density with y.
Computationally, the preceding estimation strategy can be achieved by representing (1) as a gener-
alized linear mixed model, and estimating its variance components by Maximum Likelihood or REML.
This representation is achieved by reparameterizing each fj so that some of its basis functions represent
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only the space of functions for which Jj(f) = 0 (the penalty null space), while the remainder represent
the space of functions for which Jj(f) > 0 unless f = 0. The coefficients for the penalty null space of
each fj are treated as fixed effects, while the remaining coefficients are treated as random effects (they
now have a proper distribution). Note that this is a computational trick to compute Bayesian estimates:
it is very rare that the modeler really believes that the fj are random functions re-drawn from (2) on each
replication of the data, so the model is not really a frequentist mixed model. Estimating the model in
this way is particularly appealing if the model has a relatively rich random effects structure in addition
to the smooth components, but is only possible if mixed model estimation methods can be coerced into
fitting with the random effects covariance structure implied by the function penalties, something which
is straightforward for singly penalized smooths (e.g. Wood, 2004), but not otherwise.
2.2 Tensor product smooth bases
Now consider tensor product interaction terms, the main subject of this paper. The construction of a
tensor product spline basis is best illustrated by considering a smooth of two variables, x and t, say. Start
by representing smooth functions of x using the basis expansion
f(x) =
X
k
kak(x)
where ak is a known basis function and k a coefficient. A smooth function of x and t can be obtained
by allowing f(x) to vary smoothly with t. To achieve that we allow each coefficient k to vary smoothly
with t by using a second basis expansion,
k(t) =
X
j
kjbj(t);
where the bj are known basis functions and the kj are coefficients. So we now have a smooth function
of x and t. . .
f(x; t) =
X
kj
kjbj(t)ak(x):
The bj and ak are the marginal basis functions for f(x; t). Provided that the marginal bases are invariant,
in the sense that any linear rescaling of x and t can be exactly compensated for by appropriate modi-
fication of k or j , then f(x; t) is invariant to the relative scaling of x and t. Such a tensor product
construction can be generalized to any number of variables, and x and/or t may themselves be vector
valued (perhaps treated isotropically).
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2.3 Scaling invariance in detail
Tensor product smooths are appropriate for smoothing with respect to multiple variables, when we don’t
know, a priori, how much to weight smoothness with respect to different variables. This situation applies
particularly when the variables are measured in different units, so that there is no natural way to put them
‘on the same scale’ for smoothing. If f is a smooth function of several variables, then we can formulate
a scaling invariance principle:
Inference about f should not depend on arbitrary decisions about the relative scaling of
variables, or about the relative penalization of variability of f with respect to those variables.
In other words we should make no assumption about how variability with respect to one variable should
be weighted relative to variability with respect to another variable when judging smoothness: instead the
relative weighting should be estimated from the data. In the degenerate case of no smoothing penalties,
tensor product bases are scaling invariant in this sense, but penalties for tensor product smoothing must
be constructed with some care to ensure that the principle is still satisfied under penalization.
Three examples of smoothing with respect to distance x, and time t serve to illustrate violations of
scaling invariance:
1. Thin plate spline spline smoothing with respect to x and t is not scaling invariant, since, for ex-
ample, different results will be obtained from the same data if we use units of mm and hours, as
opposed metres and seconds. This is because the TPS penalty penalizes variability of f per unit
change in x similarly to variability of f per unit change in t, irrespective of what the units are.
Since there is no ‘natural’ choice for the units the results depend on an arbitrary choice.
2. We could scale x and t so that they lie in the unit square and then smooth with a TPS of LOESS
smoother. Results will not then depend on the units of measurement, but the smooth is still not
scaling invariant. This is because the relative penalization of variation of f w.r.t. x and t is now
controlled arbitrarily by the range of the variables. For example, if the x, t domain is the unit
square then we will penalize variability per unit change in x and t equally, while if the domain is
a 10 1 rectangle then we will penalize variability per unit change in x much more heavily than
variability per unit change in t. That is the relative penalization has been chosen arbitrarily.
3. We could smooth using a rectangular grid of tensor products of B-spline basis functions, with
a penalty obtained by summing squared second differences of spline coefficients along the rows
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Figure 1: Illustration of lack of invariance in the P-spline smooth example 3 from section 2.3, which superficially
appears invariant. Top: a true function of x 2 [0; 1] and t 2 [0; 5]. The function was sampled noisily at 1000
random locations. Middle: a reconstruction from the data using a 20  20 tensor product of P-splines, with a
single discrete penalty constructed by differencing coefficients along rows and columns, and smoothing parameter
chosen by REML. Superficially the smooth appears invariant, since penalty and basis are unchanged under linear
transformation of x and t. However, since the penalty contains no explicit information about the range of x and
t, it actually penalizes variation per unit change in t much more heavily than variation per unit change in x,
something which is essentially arbitrary, and results in a very poor reconstruction Lower: exactly the same data
were supplemented by 20 extra data points with y = 0, t = 2:5 and x evenly spaced between -4 and 0, which
were given zero weight in fitting and the same smoother was applied again. The improvement occurs because the
penalty for the new data now happens to weight variation with respect to x and t equally, as a result of the change
in covariate range. The large differences between the plots caused by inclusion of uninformative data are clearly
undesirable, and do not occur if the same experiment is repeated with a properly invariant smoother.
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and columns of the grid. Since neither penalty, nor basis, appear to depend on the units of x and
t this smoother superficially appears scaling invariant, but in reality the relative penalization of
variability per unit change in x and t are implicitly set by the discrete penalty and the range of
the covariates. As in example 2 this relative penalization has been selected arbitrarily. Figure 1
illustrates the sensitivity of this smoother to the range of the data, emphasising that merely ignoring
the relative scaling of covariates in the formulation of a smoother does not make the smoother
invariant to that relative scaling in any useful sense.
Appendix 0 shows that it is straightforward to obtain sufficient conditions for scaling invariance. Let
f be the vector of values of the smooth evaluated at the covariate values. In general this can be expressed
as
f = X +
X
j
Zjbj
where the Zj and X are matrices of evaluated basis functions and the vectors  and bj contain co-
efficients. Associated with each coefficient vector bj is a penalty
P
k jkb
T
j Sjkbj . Without loss of
generality we can assume that the smooth has been constructed in scale dependent form, so that we
have made explicit the dependence on covariate scale of the measure of function smoothness used for
penalization (this is automatic for derivative penalties, and for P-spline penalties simply means dividing
coefficient differences by the corresponding knot spacing). Then the smooth will be scaling invariant if
SI1 The only basis change caused by linear rescaling of the covariates of the smooth is that the Zj and
each column ofX may each be multiplied by it own constant.
SI2 The only change to the smoothing penalties occasioned by linear rescaling of the covariates is that
each Sjk may be multiplied by its own constant.
Example 1, above, fails to meet these conditions immediately, and 2 and 3 fail as soon as the penalties
are re-written to make the dependence on scale explicit, rather than implicit. In contrast, for example,
the tensor product smooth construction discussed in Wood, 2006a, satisfies the conditions.
2.4 Previous approaches, and what is new here
In practice, for invariance of the tensor product basis of section 2.2 to result in scaling invariant estimates
when smoothing, it is necessary for f(x; t) to be subject to multiple smoothing penalties (at least if the
penalties are to do any useful degree of smoothing). Multiply penalized tensor product smooths have
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been used in the full smoothing spline literature for some time (e.g. Wahba, 1990, Gu, 2002), but the
first use in penalized regression spline smoothing seems to be Eilers and Marx (2003), who used double
penalization of a tensor product of P-splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996). Wood (2006a) generalized their
construction to use any marginal smooth defined by a basis expansion and quadratic penalty, modifying
the penalty construction method a little to improve interpretability, and also discussing ANOVA decom-
positions of functions. Belitz and Lang (2008) and Lee and Durba´n (2011) use different penalties again
in more detailed studies of functional ANOVA in the setting of Eilers and Marx (1996) P-splines. Notice
that all the penalized regression spline approaches mentioned above result in the same tensor product
space, given the same marginals: it is only their different penalties that distinguish them. However, for
all these approaches it is difficult to use the resulting smooths as mixed model components to be es-
timated with standard mixed modeling software, because many coefficients of the smooth are subject
to multiple penalties (equivalently, penalties with multiple smoothing parameters). Wood (2006a) did
manage to estimate such models using Penalized Quasi-Likelihood (PQL, Breslow and Clayton, 1993)
and R package nlme, but this involved complex code that relied heavily on the inner workings of nlme
(Pinheiro and Bates, 2000). Furthermore, PQL is known to be poor for binary and low count data, unlike
the more modern methods used in lme4 (Bates and Maechler, 2010) or SAS, for example.
In this paper we propose a novel tensor product construction which produces low rank tensor product
smoothers which are scaling invariant, can be constructed from any marginal smoothers defined by a
quadratically penalized basis expansion, have penalties that are interpretable in terms of function shape
and have coefficients that are each penalized by at most one penalty (which is linear in one unknown
smoothing parameter). It is the latter feature which is novel and distinguishes our method from the
published alternatives. In short we provide a general recipe for incorporating tensor product smooths
into GLMMs estimable with the best modern software.
2.5 Marginal smooth reparameterization
The general tensor product construction to be presented in section 3 requires a reparameterization of each
marginal of the tensor product smooth, so that its penalty has a simple ridge form penalizing only some
marginal coefficients. This reparameterization is covered here. (It is a trivial consequence of the tensor
product construction that the function space of the tensor product smooth is invariant to any invertible
linear reparameterization of its marginals.)
Consider a marginal smooth f(x) (where x may itself be a vector quantity) with a representation in
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terms of known basis functions bk(x) and unknown coefficients k,
f(x) =
X
k
kbk(x):
It will be subject to a single penalty term TS, where  is an unknown smoothing parameter, and S is
a known positive semi-definite matrix (the marginal penalty matrix). Suppose that we have observations
relating to f at x1; x2; : : :. Then [f(x1); f(x2); : : :]T = f = X, where Xij = bj(xi), and X is the
marginal model matrix.
The following general reparameterization is useful. Form the symmetric eigendecomposition S =
UUT, where the eigenvalues of S are arranged in order of decreasing magnitude down the leading
diagonal of . The lastM eigenvalues will be zero, whereM is the dimension of the space of functions
for which TS = 0. Let  be the diagonal matrix such that ii =
p
ii if ii > 0 and ii = 1 if
ii = 0. Now reparameterize so that 0 = UT, the model matrix becomes X 0 = XU  1, and the
penalty matrix is an identity matrix with the lastM elements on the leading diagonal zeroed.
The penalty structure means that the last M elements of 0 are unpenalized, while the remaining
components are subject to a ridge penalty. This suggests rewriting the smooth as
f = X + Zb
where X is the last M columns of X 0 and Z is the other columns. Correspondingly,  is the last M
elements of 0 and b is the other elements. Then the penalty on the smooth becomes the simple ridge
penalty bTb. When estimating the smooth by mixed model methods, the  are treated as fixed effects
parameters, and the b as i.i.d. Gaussian random effects.
The reparameterization employed so far (which is from Wood, 2004) does not guarantee that the
constant function is one of the null space basis functions. This is a deficiency if functional ANOVA
decompositions are of interest (see Gu 2002 and Lee and Durba´n, 2011). When a basis for the null space
which explicitly includes the constant function is known, then this could simply be used in place of the
automatically generated basis. However not all smooths have such a known null space basis, and we are
interested in providing a method that works in general, so we propose using the following fully automatic
null space reparameterization.
If g is a function in the penalty null space then PN =
P
i(g(xi)  g)2, further shrinks g towards the
space of constant functions. DefiningD = X  11TX=n then PN = TDTD. Proceeding exactly as
was done with the penalty matrix S, above, form the eigendecomposition
DTD = U
UT
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and reparameterise so that the null space model matrix is now XU . Provided that the null space of S
includes the constant function in its span, then the last column of XU will be a column of constants
corresponding to the null space of PN . This approach works even when the null space basis has no
simple known form (e.g. a high order Markov random field).
3 A general construction of tensor product smooths
We propose to create tensor product smooths from any combination of marginal smooths with a linear
basis expansion and quadratic penalty, by first reparameterizing each smooth as in section 2.5. After
reparameterization, the basic tensor product basis construction of section 2.2 is applied in such a way
that the columns of the tensor product smooth model matrix are divided into non-overlapping subsets.
Borrowing directly from smoothing spline ANOVA (in particular see Wahba, 1990, section 10.2 or Gu
2002, section 2.4), each subset is constructed from the product of some null space basis functions for
some margins and some range space basis functions for other margins (including the all null spaces and
all range spaces products). The coefficients for the subset constructed from the product of all marginal
null spaces is unpenalized. The coefficients for all other subsets are each subject to a subset specific ridge
penalty with a single smoothing parameter.
In the following let [Xj ] denote the columns of Xj , treated as separate elements of a set. The
construction proceeds as follows:
1. Start with a set of d marginal smooths.
2. Re-parameterize the smooths as in section 2.5, so that they each have a fixed model matrix Xj a
random effects model matrix Zj and a penalty matrix I (associated with random effects only).
3. Create a set  = fX1;Z1g (or  = f[X1];Z1g).
4. Repeat steps 5-7, for i in 2 to d. . .
5. Form row-wise Kronecker products ofXi (or of all the columns [Xi]) with all elements of .
6. Form row-wise Kronecker products of Zi with all elements of .
7. Append the results of the previous two steps to the set .
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8. The model matrix for the tensor product smooth is given by appending all the elements of ,
columnwise. Each element of  has an associated identity penalty, except for the element(s) which
involve(s) no Zj term, which is unpenalized.
9. For numerical stability, each element of  can be scaled to have unit (Frobenius) norm.
10. Any identifiability constraint must be applied in such a way that the non-overlapping diagonal
structure of the penalties is maintained: applying constraints only to the unpenalized element(s) of
 is usually the easiest way to ensure this.
The alternatives in parentheses at steps 3 and 5 ensure strict invariance by treating each basis function
of each penalty null space separately in the construction. This results in more penalties than treating the
null space as a whole. When the null space terms are treated whole, then sensitivity to covariate scaling
can be artificially avoided by scaling of the columns of each Xj to have the same norm: this does not
achieve full scaling invariance, however.
The above construction creates a tensor product basis, where each coefficient is subject to at most
one simple ridge penalty. Hence the the representation of the smooths as random effects terms with
i.i.d. normal coefficients is straightforward. Appendix 1 provides a specific example of how the general
construction works in detail, for two example marginal bases.
Notice that our general construction creates a basis spanning the same space as previous construc-
tions, given the same marginals. Indeed the exact basis construction has been available in R package
mgcv for tensor products of thin plate splines since 2005 (e.g. te(x,z,bs="tp",np=FALSE) in
a gam formula gives such a basis), and it is the construction used for tensor products of 2nd order P-
splines in Lee and Durba´n (2011). The innovation here is the penalties, which are different from those
used previously, achieving separation, invariance and explicit representation in terms of function shape.
Now consider why the construction achieves scaling invariance, and the explicit form of the induced
penalties.
3.1 Scaling invariance of the smooths
Our construction results in scaling invariant smooths if the marginal smooths are scaling invariant, in that
they meet our sufficient conditions for scaling invariance from section 2.3. This is easy to show. Under
section 2.5 re-parameterization the dependence of the penalty on covariate scale is transferred from the
penalty matrices to the marginal smoothing bases, so that re-parameterization does not alter the penalty
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matrices in our construction, and SI2 is satisfied.
Let Xj denote a submatrix of the tensor product smooth model matrix with corresponding coeffi-
cients all penalized by the same ridge penalty, with smoothing parameter j . SI1 is that, for any j, linear
rescaling of covariates leads only to a multiplicative change in Xj . This occurs if its component Zi and
Xi terms change multiplicatively. Linear covariate rescaling automatically leads to multiplication of Zi
by a constant for any marginal basis itself satisfying conditions SI1 and SI2. However for most bases the
Xi may require an arbitrary rescaling of some columns, to force covariate rescaling to induce only mul-
tiplicative changes inXi: this would violate the requirement that our measurements of smoothness have
explicit dependence on covariate scale, required for SI1 and SI2 to be sufficient for scaling invariance.
To avoid such a violation, and restore full scaling invariance we can split each margin into Zi and each
separate column ofXi, as in the method variant in parentheses in step 3 and 5 above.
Note that our construction does not require that marginal P-spline penalties are actually re-written in
scale dependent form in order to compute scaling invariant estimates: it suffices that SI1 and SI2 would
be met if this were done.
3.2 Explicit form of the penalties
Our general construction does not make it clear what aspects of function shape are being penalized by
the resulting penalties, but in fact the penalties have clear meanings in terms of function shape, if the
penalties on the marginals have clear meanings. As an example, consider the widely applicable case in
which the marginals have penalties based on integrals of squared derivatives. There are two cases to
consider. The penalty on the product of the penalty range spaces of two marginals, and the penalty on
the product of a range space and a null space.
In particular, consider marginal smooths h(x) and g(z), with penaltiesZ X
i
(Dih)
2dx and
Z X
j
(jg)
2dz
where the Di and i are differential operators.
1. Let k denote the kth element of the operator given by
P
iDi
P
j j . The penalty on the product
of the range spaces of the marginal smooths isZ X
k
(kf)
2dxdz:
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2. The product of the null space basis of g’s penalty with the basis for h can be written
X
j
j(x)~cj(z)
where the ~cj(z) are basis functions for the null space of the penalty on g and j(x) is a smooth
‘coefficient function’ represented using the basis for h. The penalty on the product of the null
space of g with the range space of h is then
X
j
Z X
i
(Dij)
2dx:
Construction of penalties for products of more than two marginals simply applies these rules iteratively.
Here are some examples of penalties on range space products for various marginal penalties, where
a subscript variable denotes partial differentiation w.r.t. that variable:
1. For cubic spline marginal penalties
R
h2xxdx and
R
g2zzdz the product penalty isZ
f2xxzzdxdz;
as Appendix 2 shows in detail. Notice how this meets SI2 under transformations of the form
x ax, z  bz, where a and b are positive constants.
2. For a thin plate spline with penalty
R R
h2xx + 2h
2
xz + h
2
zzdxdz and a cubic spline of t we have
product penalty Z
f2xxtt + 2f
2
xztt + f
2
zzttdxdzdt:
Notice how this meets SI2 under transformations x ax, z  az and t bt.
3. For a product of thin plate splines of x; z and v; w the product penalty isZ
f2xxvv + 2f
2
xxvw + f
2
xxww + 2f
2
xzvv + 4f
2
xzvw + 2f
2
xxww + f
2
zzvv + 2f
2
zzvw + f
2
zzwwdxdzdvdw:
This meets SI2 under transformations x ax, z  az, v  bv and w  bw.
(In all cases invariance obviously also holds under arbitrary translation.)
See Wahba (1990, section 10.2) and Gu (2002, Section 2.4 in particular tables 2.3 and 2.4) for more
on induced penalties for this sort of construction, and Appendix 1 for some further examples.
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3.2.1 Low rank SS-ANOVA
An interesting case arises from the marginal penalties
R
h2xdx. Consider creating a smooth f(x; z)
from such marginals: the term will be subject to 3 penalties:
R
f2xdx penalizing model matrix columns
that constitute a basis for the range space of the marginal smooth of x,
R
f2z dz penalizing model matrix
columns that constitute a basis for the range space of the marginal smooth of z, and
R
f2xzdxdz penalizing
columns that constitute a basis for the range space of the interaction. Hence if the smoothing parameter
for the interaction penalty!1, the smooth tends to the additive model fx(x)+ fz(z). It can readily be
verified that this ANOVA decomposition approach generalizes to any number of marginals.
The
R
h2xdx penalties result in this simple interpretation because their null space is the space of con-
stant functions. Hence there are no “mixed” tensor products between marginal null spaces and marginal
range spaces to consider in this case: the tensor products involving the marginal null spaces reduce to
the marginal smooths. When other penalties are employed the natural generalization of an ANOVA
decomposition to the functional setting is not quite so obvious. For example, when using cubic spline
marginals, and the full construction, with penalties
R
h2xxdx, then f(x; z) decomposes into the following
separately penalized components:
fx(x) + fz(z) + fx1(x)z + fz1(z)x+ fxz(x; z):
We can deem that the smooth interaction of x; z is given by fx1(x)z+ fz1(z)x+ fxz(x; z), although the
corresponding penalty is perhaps not so natural now. See Lee and Durba´n (2011) and Belitz and Lang
(2008) and Wood (2006a) for alternative approaches to penalizing the interaction space, and Gu (2002)
for a fuller treatment of the whole subject.
3.2.2 Omitting higher order components
When smoothing with respect to many variables the number of smoothing parameters to estimate can
become rather high (especially if the fully invariant version of the smooth is used with 2nd or higher
order penalties), and it may be desirable to employ simplified smooths, which simply omit components
of the smooth subject to high order penalties. By a component we mean a single penalty and its associated
model matrix columns. The resulting smooths automatically satisfy invariance.
For example when smoothing with respect to 3 variables, we might choose to omit all components of
the smooth which depend on all 3 variables, retaining only those dependent on 2 variables or fewer. For a
fully invariant tensor product smooth, with second order marginal penalties, this would reduce the num-
ber of smoothing parameters to estimate from 19 to 12. Alternatively, without deleting components, the
16
less invariant version of the construction (which treats each null space basis ‘as a whole’) would require
7 smoothing parameters, as would a smooth based on first order penalties (for which both constructions
coincide, and are fully scaling invariant).
3.3 Implementation in R and SAS
To illustrate the simplicity of using the new construction with existing mixed model software, we give
the essential details for R packages nlme (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) and lme4 (Bates and Maechler,
2010) and for SAS. With nlme it is straightforward to use the pdIdent class to incorporate a term in
a model which has i.i.d. random coefficients: all that is needed is to provide the corresponding model
matrix. So the unpenalized part of the tensor product smooth gets added to the model fixed effects, while
pdIdent terms are appended for each separately penalized submatrix of the model matrix. For detailed
code see function gamm in R package mgcv from cran.r-project.org.
lme4 allows separation of the model setup and model estimation phases. To incorporate a user
specified general model matrix Z with i.i.d. coefficients, requires that we call the setup phase with an
i.i.d. dummy random factor in place of the term actually required (the dummy factor should have as many
levels as Z has columns). The object returned by the setup phase can then have the model matrix for the
dummy factor variable replaced by Z, before the fitting phase is called. We can incorporate any number
of such terms in a model. For detailed code see R package gamm4 from cran.r-project.org.
In SAS procedures MIXED and GLIMMIX then the columns of fixed effects model matrix, X, are
supplied in the model statement, while the columns of random effect model matrices, Z, are supplied to
the random statement. The i.i.d. structure for the corresponding random coefficients is supplied via the
type=toep(1) option. See Appendix B.3.3 of Ruppert, Wand and Carroll (2003) for code that can be
adapted for this purpose.
Fully automated section 3 construction is provided by t2 model terms in the various additive mod-
elling routines provided in R packages mgcv and gamm4. Actual smoother construction is handled by
the function smooth.construct.t2.smooth.spec. Any mix of singly penalized smoothing ba-
sis available in mgcv can be used as a marginal bases. Note that for large datasets, t2 terms resulting
in many penalties may become infeasibly memory intensive when used with the mgcv gam function
(bammay alleviate this). This is because of linear dependence of the gammethod memory requirements
on the number of smoothing parameters: other mixed model software will generally be more memory
efficient in this context.
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Figure 2: Comparison of component wise confidence intervals, under alternative identifiability con-
straints. GAMs were fitted to noisy data from a 3 term additive truth, with smoothness selection by
REML. The thick curves show the indistinguishable (centred) function estimates under the alternative
constraints. The thin continuous curves delimit the 95% Bayesian confidence intervals under the iden-
tifiability constraints
P
i fj(xji) = 0, while the dashed curves are the equivalent under identifiability
constraints fj(xj1) = 0.
4 Identifiability constraints
Usually the fj in (1) are not identifiable without constraints. For example in the model
yi = + f1(xi) + f2(zi) + i;
f1 and f2 are confounded with the intercept, , and therefore require identifiability constraints.
Given smoothing parameters, all alternative identifiability constraints yield the same f^j up to additive
constants, and exactly the same fitted values. However, confidence intervals for the fj are different in
the space of different constraints, and poor constraint choice can lead to practically useless intervals, as
figure 2 demonstrates. Since excessively wide intervals arise through linear dependence on the intercept,
it is preferable to force orthogonality to the intercept via 1Tf = 0, which is the sum-to-zero constraintP
i f(xi) = 0 (for the simple example given above such constraints would imply ^ = y, but this need
not hold in general).
Unfortunately, constraints that are equivalent in yielding identical fitted values, need not always yield
identical smoothing parameter estimates. Prediction error smoothing parameter estimation criteria, such
as GCV and AIC, that essentially depend only on the fitted values, yield smoothing parameter estimates
that are invariant to the identifiability constraint used. Appendix 3 shows that REML also has this prop-
erty, but maximum likelihood estimation of smoothing parameters is not invariant. This is because in the
mixed model setting only the fixed effects component of a smooth actually suffers from an identifiability
18
problem. The random effects are always identifiable. However a sum to zero constraint involves both
fixed and random components of a smooth, and is hence more than an identifiability constraint in the
mixed setting: in fact it changes the likelihood. To see this consider
yi = + f(xi) + i
where f is a penalized regression spline. In mixed model form, this is
y = 1+X + Zb+ :
X and 1 will not be identifiable, so a constraint is needed, but imposing 1Tf = 0 will result in Z
being replaced by its column centered version, with no change in the distribution of b. So the modeled
distribution of y is changed along with the maximum likelihood estimates of smoothing parameters, as is
easily verified by example. To avoid such an arbitrary change in likelihood, constraints should be applied
only to the fixed effects.
This lack of invariance poses a practical problem because R package lme4 uses maximum likelihood
estimation in the generalized case with no REML option, while SAS proc GLMMIX defaults to ML, and
it is unclear whether its ‘REML-like’ approximation is invariant. There are two options for progressing
in practice.
1. Impose a sum to zero constraint on each smooth by imposing a sum to zero constraint on the fixed
effects (see e.g. Wood, 2006b, section 4.2) and subtracting the column mean from each column of
the random effect model matrices. This approach accepts that the constraint is more than is needed
for identifiability, but uses it in order to obtain interpretable intervals for the smooth components
of the model.
2. Perform estimation with identifiability constraints on the fixed effects alone. Subsequently re-
parameterize to obtain the model coefficient estimates that would have been obtained under sum to
zero constraints. This approach avoids arbitrary modification of the likelihood used for smoothing
parameter estimation, while still providing interpretable intervals for the smooth components.
Option 1 is simpler to implement, and in our experience produces reasonable results, not substantially
different from option 2. However simulation testing also suggests that option 2 produces lower mean
square error than option 1. The details for option 2 are provided in appendix 4, and it is used for the rest
of this paper.
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Figure 3: Reconstructing a non additive truth by several tensor product smoothing methods. Top left is the
truth. The remaining panels are reconstructions from 400 noisy samples ( = 0:1), using different tensor product
smoothers. Top right is a Wood (2006a) type smooth, with cubic regression spline marginals. Bottom left is the
equivalent constructed by the section 3 method (the two variants give indistinguishable results in this case). Bottom
right is the section 3 method using first order thin plate spline marginals, as in section 3.2.1. See section 5 for more
detail.
5 Simulation comparisons
The objective of this paper is to produce tensor product smooths that can be used with modern mixed
modeling software, not to produce smooths that have better or worse statistical performance than existing
methods. We therefore provide only limited simulation comparison with the method given in Wood
(2006a), which in turn provides comparison with other alternatives.
Simulations were conducted as follows. For each replicate, 400 values of covariates x and z were
simulated from independent U(0; 1) distributions. Two ‘true’ functions were evaluated at the simulated
x, z values. The non-additive truth shown at the top left of figure 3 was one, and the other was the
additive truth:
0:2x11f10(1  x)g6 + 104x3(1  x)10 + exp(2z)
rescaled to have a range of 0 to 1. The response data were generated by adding i.i.d gaussian noise
to the sampled truth, at each of levels  = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5. Only one sample size is reported,
since increasing or decreasing the sample size gives results almost indistinguishable from decreasing or
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Figure 4: Summary of the distribution of log MSE from the simulation described in section 5 (where the labels
are explained). Clearly the section 3.2.1, ‘t2-1’ smooths are able to pick out an additive truth very well, but do less
well when the truth is not additive.
increasing the noise level by some amount.
For each underlying truth, at each noise level, four alternative tensor product smoothers were fitted
to the simulated data:
‘te’ used cubic regression spline marginals and the Wood (2006a) construction.
‘t2’ used cubic regression spline marginals and the section 3 construction.
‘t2-f’ used cubic regression spline marginals and the fully invariant alternative construction of section 3.
‘t2-1’ used thin plate spline marginals with a first derivative penalty and the construction of section 3.
10 dimensional marginals were used in each case. 500 replicates of each combination of truth and noise
level were run, with all 4 smooths fitted to each, using REML smoothness selection. Figure 3 shows a
typical set of reconstructions of the non-additive truth, for  = 0:1.
The results shown in figures 4 and 5 suggest that the ANOVA decomposition character of the section
3 smooths conveys an advantage when the truth is additive, with this being particularly marked for the
most ANOVA like smooth ‘t2-1’. The improvement of ‘t2-1’ over ‘t2’ appears to relate to the fact that
‘t2’ can not penalize away terms of the form f(x)z and f(z)x without also penalizing away the required
terms f(x) and f(z). The improvement of ‘t2-1’ over ‘t2-f’ appears to be caused by ‘t2-f’ having 3
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Figure 5: log MSE of the three section 3 smooths with the corresponding log MSE of the Wood (2006a) smooth
subtracted. Lower is better, and negative means that the new smooth was better than Wood (2006a). The results
emphasize that the section 3.2.1 ‘t2-1’ smooth has an advantage when the truth is additive, but all the section 3
smooths show some advantage in this case, reflecting their ‘ANOVA-decomposition’ structure. The non-additive
case is less clear cut. It seems that in high information situations the new smooths ‘t2’ and ‘t2-f’ give better results,
but at high noise the advantage is reversed.
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smoothing parameters associated with the smooth interaction of x and z while ‘t2-1’ has only 1. In
consequence ‘t2-1’ terms are more often estimated to have no smooth interaction than ‘t2-f’, when the
truth is additive. A further slight advantage is conferred by the boundary behaviour of the ‘t2-1’ penalties
in the additive truth case: the penalty favours functions that tend to constants at the boundaries, and this
is advantageous for 3 of the 4 boundaries in this particular simulated additive case.
However ‘t2-1’ is the worst performer in non-additive situations, apparently because of poor bound-
ary performance, resulting from the use of first order derivative penalties penalizing towards a constant
at the boundaries (see figure 3 bottom right). For the non-additive case the ‘t2’ and ‘t2-f’ smooths give
similar results, and improve on the Wood (2006a) ‘te’ terms at low noise. At high noise the advantage
is reversed, with the ‘te’ smooth giving the better performance. It is possible that at low noise the extra
model flexibility engendered by having more penalties is an advantage, whereas at high noise it is disad-
vantageous to have to estimate relatively many smoothing parameters. Recall that the ‘te’ smooth has 2
penalties, ‘t2’ has 3 and ‘t2-f’ has 5. We suspect that the good performance of the ‘t2-1’ smooth on the
non-additive truth at the highest noise level is an anomaly of the particular true function.
6 Examples
This section presents two brief examples of the type that originally motivated this work, highlighting the
practical advantages that follow from being able to use tensor product smooths with a wider range of
mixed model software than had been possible hitherto. The first example illustrates the improved MSE
performance and improved estimation reliability achievable in the context of binary data, as a result of
being able to avoid PQL. The second example shows how use of the method allows access to better
methods for modelling over-dispersion, and improved model comparison via access to AIC values. For
discussion of the advantages that might result from the functional ANOVA interpretation of the smooths,
we refer to Gu (2002).
6.1 A simulated presence-absence survey
The invariant tensor product smooths inWood (2006a) can only be estimated as mixed model components
using the nlme package in R. This means that their use as generalized additive mixed model components
requires the use of PQL (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) for estimation. This is known to be problematic
for binary data. The new construction allows estimation using the more modern methods available in
lme4. To illustrate the advantage that this represents we present a simulation based on surveying for the
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Figure 6: True probability of presence through time for the simulated survey example in section 6.1.
presence or absence of a species within some area. The basic setup is that every year a survey is made
in which 200 quadrats are randomly selected from a total of 1600 quadrats in the area, to be visited by
volunteers, who record the presence or absence of the species of interest. There are 200 volunteers, but
only half are selected each year, and each visits two quadrats. There are 6 years of data in total (i.e. 1200
observations). There are random observer effects (which may be positive or negative – observers may
miss the species if present, and may mis-identify and record a presence in place of an absence). The
true probability of presence per quadrat is shown in figure 6 for each year. The idea is that the species
range is contracting and shifting north. To get the probability that an observer detects the species, we
take the logit of the plotted probability, add the observer effect and apply the logistic function (inverse of
the logit) to the result. The observer effects are i.i.d. N(0; :22).
Presence/absence data, yi, were simulated under this setup, and fit by the following model:
logit(i) = f(xi; zi; ti) + bk(i)
where the yi are independent Bernoulli random variables with expected value i. xi; zi is the quadrat
centre of the ith measurement, ti is time and k(i) is the index of the observer who made the ith observa-
tion. The bk are i.i.d. N(0; 2b ) observer random effects. Smooth function f is represented by a section
3 tensor product smooth based on a rank 30 thin plate regression spline of xi; zi and a rank 5 cubic re-
gression spline of ti. Note that in mgcv/gamm4 such a smooth is incorporated in a model formula with
a term like t2(x,z,t,d=c(2,1),k=c(30,5),bs=c("tp","cr")) (d specifies the number of
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Figure 7: Reconstructed probability of presence through time (figure 6) from a typical lme4 model fit
from section 6.1.
covariates for each margin, k the corresponding marginal basis dimension and bs the type of basis).
The model was estimated in two ways: by PQL as implemented in mgcv function gamm and by the full
Laplace approximation based method implemented in lme4. The mean square error between the true i
and the fitted ^i was then assessed for each fitting method (if it converged successfully).
50 replicates of the simulation were run. Figure 7 shows a typical reconstruction using lme4 based
fitting. 12 PQL fits failed. Across the remaining replicates the average MSE for the lme4 fit was 48% of
the PQL equivalent (range 21% to 85%). In short the fact that the new construction enables us to fit the
model using improved modern mixed modeling methods leads to substantially improved performance
both statistically and computationally.
6.2 Mackerel eggs
The second example uses real over-dispersed data from a survey of mackerel eggs. Although there are
several ways of dealing with overdispersed count data, an appealing approach is to allow a random effect
per count (see e.g. Davison, 2003, Section 10.6). This example illustrates a case where this is possible,
given the new construction, where it was not before. The data are from a survey of Mackerel eggs
conducted off the west coast of Britain and Ireland in 1992, the response (egg.count) being number
of eggs found in survey nets hauled through the water at various sampling stations (see Borchers et al.
1997 for more information). They are modeled in Wood (2008) using an additive model consisting of a
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Figure 8: Left panel: Mackerel egg survey data modeled in section 6.2. Symbol sizes are proportional to square
root of egg count. Right panel: log density of eggs per m2 of sea surface according to the model presented in
section 6.2.
spatial smoother and smooths of water temperature at 20m (temp.20m) and sea bed depth (b.depth).
Apparent overdispersion in the data was accommodated by a quasi-Poisson approach.
This model was somewhat unsatisfactory for two reasons. Firstly the use of a quasi-likelihood ap-
proach complicates model selection, since AIC based model comparison is precluded. Secondly, it would
be preferable for the model to be based more closely on the covariates that biologists believe the fish are
responding to, rather than relying on spatial location. This latter point is particularly significant in this
context since the covariates are heavily confounded with spatial location, which undermines the stability
of the model estimates.
A model that is more biologically based uses the fact that Mackerel are known to favor the continental
shelf edge, so that a tensor product smooth of distance (c.dist) from the 200m depth contour and
latitude (lat) might result in a more reliable and interpretable model than a simple spatial smooth (the
200m depth contour is a good proxy for the shelf edge). So the following model is proposed
log(i) = f1(c:disti; lati) + f2(temp:20mi) + f3(
p
b:depthi) + log(net:areai) + ei (3)
where the ei are i.i.d. N(0; 2e) random effects used to model overdispersion, and egg:counti are in-
dependent Poi(i). The fj are smooth functions, with f1 represented using a section 3 tensor product
smooth based on marginal rank 10 cubic regression splines. The offset term allows for the fact that
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Figure 9: Estimated smooth effects from the model reported in section 6.2. The left panel is a tensor product
constructed using the method of section 3 (only plotted in the vicinity of supporting data). The model was estimated
using lme4.
different net diameters were used at different sample stations.
Note that we were unable to fit (3) by PQL (the working model estimate failed at the third iteration),
but fitting by lme4 was unproblematic, and results in the effect estimates shown in figure 9 and the
density predictions plotted on the right panel of figure 8.
This approach immediately enables us to formally check for over-dispersion by comparing AIC val-
ues for the model with and without the observation specific random effect. The AIC difference is extreme
(> 10000), confirming the overdispersion strongly suggested from residual plots.
A more substantial benefit of the approach is that it allows straightforward comparison of model (3)
with a strictly additive version. The estimates of (3) suggest that most of the degrees of freedom for
the tensor product smooth are in the interaction components of the smooth, but it is still of interest to
compare with the more parsimonious model in which the smooth effects of c.dist and lat are strictly
additive (the additive version requires 5 fewer smoothing parameters than model (3)). In fact the AIC
values for the competing models differ by less than 0.5, suggesting that either could be used: a conclusion
that could not have been reached if we had had to rely on PQL.
7 Discussion
The methods proposed here meet the paper’s aims of producing a tensor product construction that gives
rise to smoothers that can readily be estimated using modern standard mixed modeling software, while
maintaining the key properties of scale invariance and interpretable smoothing penalties. As the examples
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show, this has the practical advantage of allowing the best mixed model estimation methods to be used
for models involving these terms, which can improve both statistical performance and computational
reliability.
The proposed method follows most closely from the smoothing spline ANOVA approach as described
in Gu (2002) or Wahba (1990, section 10.2), which also decomposes functions into separate singly pe-
nalized subspaces, constructed from the product of penalty null space and range space penalties, and
results in penalties with similar interpretations to ours. Like Gu 2002 (or Lee and Durba´n, 2011 or Belitz
and Lang 2008, or Wood 2006a) our construction also allows ANOVA type decompositions of function
estimates, but previous approaches did not allow estimation with standard mixed model software: previ-
ous tensor product smooths based on reduced rank spline marginals did not allow separation of penalties,
while Kim and Gu’s (2004) reduced rank approach to SS-ANOVA involves the smoothing parameters
entering both the basis and the penalty. In contrast, our construction can readily be incorporated into
mixed models to be estimated by a wide range of standard software, incorporating the most modern
estimation methods.
Our primary aim was to produce scaling invariant smooths that can be estimated by standard mixed
modelling methods, rather than smooths that have better or worse performance than other scaling in-
variant smooths, but, as the simulation results emphasise, the smooths presented here will outperform
alternatives in some circumstances. The most obvious is when the truth is in a form exactly repre-
sentable by the model, such as additive, or additive plus varying coefficient interactions (e.g f1(x) +
f2(z) + zf3(x) + xf4(z)). Of course it as an open question how often nature arranges matters so conve-
niently? The second possible advantage arises when the most appropriate penalty is not known, so that
the flexibility engendered by a penalty with several smoothing parameters offers the potential to better
approximate the truth. When the data signal to noise ratio is high, so that the smoothing parameters can
be well estimated, this may confer a practical advantage, although at low signal to noise ratios the extra
variability in estimating the smoothing parameters is likely to reverse this.
The methods reported here are available as the t2 smooth class in R packages mgcv and gamm4,
available from cran.r-project.org (R Development Core Team, 2010).
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Appendix 0: conditions for scaling invariance
This appendix demonstrates that SI1 and SI2 in section 2.3 are sufficient to achieve scaling invariance. Recall that
we assume, without loss of generality, that all smooths are written in a form where we make explicit the dependence
on covariate scale of their measurement of function variability with respect to a covariate. For P-spline penalties
this simply requires that we include dependence on knot spacing in the difference penalties on the coefficients. e.g.P
i(i+1   i)2 would become
P
i(i+1   i)2=h2 where h is the P-spline knot spacing (division by h rather
than h2 can also be justified). This assumption makes no difference to the performance of the marginal smooths
as one dimensional smoothers, but in the multi-dimensional case makes explicit the relative weighting given to
smoothness with respect to different variables. Note that re-parameterization as in section 2.5 will transfer the
dependence on covariate scale from the penalty matrix to the basis: all that matters from our point of view is that
the dependence remains.
Generally we are interested in the case in which the smooth is part of a larger model, containing parametric
effects and other smooths. Possibly after re-parameterization the linear predictor of such a model can be written
 = A +
X
j
Zjbj
where A and the Zj are model matrices, which may be combined into a single model matrix X = [A : Z1 :    ]
and  and the bj are coefficient vectors, which may be stacked into one vector . The penalty associated with the
model can be written as
TS =
X
j
X
k
jkb
T
j Sjkbj :
Again without loss of generality we assume that any fitting weights have been absorbed intoX viaX pWX.
Given scale explicit penalties, and an identifiable model, scaling invariance will occur if our inferences about
 are invariant to linear rescaling of the smoothing covariates. For this to happen it is sufficient that the influence
matrix (hat matrix) for the model is unchanged by covariate rescaling. We now demonstrate that this is the case.
In the following let primed quantities denote versions under transformation.
Under SI1 from section 2.3, we have that X0 = XC where C is a diagonal matrix of coefficients. The subset
of elements of C corresponding to any one bj all have the same value. So the transformed influence matrix is
given by
A0 = X0(X0TX0 + S0)
 1X0T = XC(CXTXC+ S0)
 1CXT
= XCC 1(XTX+C 1S0C
 1) 1C 1CXT
= X(XTX+ S)
 1XT = A
if
S = C
 1S0C
 1: (4)
It turns out that (4) can always be made to hold via appropriate choice of the smoothing parameters jk. First note
that S is block diagonal with blocks of the form
P
k jkSjk. By SI1 the diagonal elements of C corresponding to
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a block are a constant, cj , say. By SI2 we have that S0jk = Sjkdjk where djk is a constant. SoC
 1S0C
 1 is made
up of blocks of the form
P
k 
0
jkSjkdjk=c
2
j . These blocks are equal to
P
k jkSjk if 
0
jk = jc
2
j=djk, which is
always possible since the smoothing parameters are unconstrained. Hence (4) can always hold, and inference will
be scaling invariant.
Appendix 1: Explicit construction example
In order to achieve generality, the section 3 presentation of the new construction is somewhat abstract. This
appendix provides an explicit example for a two dimensional smooth, f(v; w), based on spline marginals. Here
we will generally denote smooth functions by f under the understanding that functions differ if their arguments
differ. We will denote row-wise Kronecker products by 
r, so A 
r B denotes the matrix whose ith row is the
Kronecker product of the ith rows ofA and B.
Let the first marginal smooth be f(v), with marginal model matrix X v and penalty Pv =
R
f2vvdv (where fvv
denotes the second derivative of f with respect to v). If v are the coefficients of f(v) then Pv = Tv Svv , where
Sv is a matrix of fixed coefficients.
Similarly the second marginal smooth is f(w), with marginal model matrixXw and penalty Pw =
R
f2wdw =
TwSww: to make the example more instructive, this is a first order penalty.
The first step in the construction is to reparameterize the marginal bases, using the symmetric eigen-decomposition
(identical to the SVD here, but more computationally efficient ) of the penalties
S = UUT
whereU is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and  the diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues. Now
 is the diagonal matrix such that ii =
p
ii if ii > 0 and ii = 1 if ii = 0. We then reparameterize so that
the model matrices become X 0 = X U  1 .
Under the re-parametization Sv becomes the identity matrix, with the last two elements on the leading diagonal
set to zero, while Sw becomes the identity matrix with the last element on the leading diagonal set to 0. Of course
the penalties are unchanged by this in that they still measure the same things about the marginal smooths.
Now the marginal model matrices are partitioned into penalized columns Z and unpenalized (null space basis)
columnsX:
X 0 = [Z : X]:
HereXw = 1 whileXv = [v : 1], where 1 is a column of 1s and v is a column containing the observed v values
(we have here assumed that the null space re-parameterization of section 2.5 has been applied to the null space of
Pv , and without loss of generality have ignored any multiplicative factors on the null space columns).
The first variant of our construction would then result in a tensor product model matrix that can be partitioned
as follows
X = [Zv 
r Zw : Zv 
r Xw : Zw 
r Xv : Xw 
r Xv]
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Each of the three left most partitions can now be treated as relating to a block of i.i.d. Gaussian random effects,
while the coefficients for the final block are treated as fixed effects. The penalized blocks form bases for different
spaces and have different penalties as listed below (working through the blocks from the left):
1. Basis for functions of v and w (excluding basis components from later blocks), penalized by
R
f2vvwdvdw.
2. Basis for functions of v, penalized by
R
f2vvdv.
3. Basis for functions of the form f(w) + g(w)v, penalized by
R
f2wdw +
R
g2vdv.
All bases listed exclude null space components, which are collected in the final unpenalized block.
The final penalty above makes it clear that this construction is not fully scaling-invariant. The fully invariant
construction (now giving columns ofX explicitly) gives
X = [Zv 
r Zw : Zv : Zw 
r v : Zw : Xw 
r Xv]
The four left most partitions can now be treated as relating to a block of i.i.d. Gaussian random effects. The block
interpretations and penalties are now :
1. Basis for functions of v and w (excluding basis components from later blocks), penalized by
R
f2vvwdvdw.
2. Basis for functions of v, penalized by
R
f2vvdv.
3. Basis for the space of functions of the form f(w)v, penalized by
R
f2wdw.
4. Basis for functions of the form f(w), penalized by
R
f2wdw.
Again these bases exclude null space components.
Appendix 2: A detailed penalty example
To better understand the product penalty, consider the case of two marginal cubic spline penalties. Suppose the
marginal basis expansions are g(z) =
P
j jcj(z) and h(x) =
P
i iai(x), where j and i are coefficients while
cj and ai are basis functions. Assume, without loss of generality, that the range and null space of the penalty
have separate basis functions, and that the penalty reduces to a ridge penalty on the range space coefficients. The
expansions can be re-written in vector notation as g(z) = c(z)T and h(x) = a(x)T, in which case the penalties
become Z
g2zzdz = 
T
Z
czzc
T
zzdz = 
TIz and
Z
h2xxdx = 
T
Z
axxa
T
xxdx = 
TIx;
where czz and axx are vectors containing c00(z) and a00(x), respectively. Now the tensor product basis is
f(x; z) =
X
ij
ijcj(z)ai(x) = b(x; z)
T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where bT = (a1c1; a1c2; : : : a2c1; a2c2; : : :) and T = (11; 12; : : :). The product penalty isZ Z
f2xxzzdxdz = 
T
Z Z
bxxzzb
T
xxzzdxdz = 
T
Z Z
(axxa
T
xx)
 (czzcTzz)dxdz
= T
Z Z
Ix 
 Izdxdz = TIxz
Where Ixz is the identity matrix with leading diagonal elements zeroed, unless they penalize coefficients relating
to the product of two range space basis functions, and 
 denotes the Kronecker product. In other words the ridge
penalty on the range space product is
R R
f2xxzzdxdz.
Appendix 3: Invariance of REML to sum to zero constraints
This appendix shows that under REML smoothing parameter estimation, sum to zero constraints on model compo-
nents produce identical smoothing parameter estimates to identifiability constraints applied only to the fixed effect
components of smooths. Following Wood (2011), a Laplace approximate generalized restricted likelihood has the
form
2l(^) + log jS=j+   ^TS^=  log jXTWX+ S=j+Mp log(2) (5)
whereX is the model matrix (fixed and random effect combined),  is the vector of fixed and random coefficients,
l is the log likelihood, S is a the total penalty matrix so that the TS is the penalty on the likelihood,  is the
scale parameter andW is a diagonal matrix, the elements of which depend on theX. Mp is the dimension of the
null space of S. S is positive semi-definite, and any  corresponding to the constant function is in its null space.
(5) is exact for a linear mixed model.
Without loss of generality assume that the firstMp columns ofX correspond to unpenalized fixed effects. The
difference between applying identifiability constraints and sum to zero constraints then reduces to the difference
between column centering some penalized columns of X, or not. l(^), jS=j+ and ^TS^ are invariant to such a
change. The following shows that jXTWX+ S=j, and hence (5), are also invariant.
Theorem 1. Let X be an n  p matrix assumed without loss of generality to have first column 1, S be a p  p
positive semi-definite matrix with first row and column zero andW be a diagonal weight matrix. Let X beX with
some of its columns, but not the first, modified by subtraction of constants. All are finite real matrices.
jXTWX+ Sj = j XTW X+ Sj:
Proof. Let B be any square root of S such that BTB = S and the first column of B is zero. B exists since S is
positive semi-definite. Form the QR decomposition24 WX
B
35 = QR:
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Let 2; : : : ; p be finite real constants, some of which may be zero, so that X = [1;X2   21;X3   31; : : :].
Similarly define R = [R1;R2   2R1;R3   3R1; : : :]. It is immediate that24 W X
B
35 = Q R:
By similar construction, form 24 X
B
35 = Q0R0 )
24 X
B
35 = Q0 R0:
Hence jXTWX + Sj = jRTR0j = jRjjR0j and j XTW X + Sj = j RT R0j = j Rjj R0j. By standard results (e.g.
Harville, 1997, Thm 13.2.10) j Rj = jRj and j R0j = jR0j, and the result follows.
Note the result’s limitations: it holds for linear mixed models, and when the extension of REML to the gen-
eralized case results in (5). The invariance of other generalizations of REML is an open question. Note also that
REML itself is well known not to be invariant to alternative constraints on the fixed effects (e.g. corner point and
sum to zero constraints on the fixed effects will generally give slightly different results).
Appendix 4: Post-fit constraint modification
Here we show how to transform model coefficients after fitting, to obtain the results that would have been obtained
using alternative identifiability constraints. A simple approach is to build a version of the model matrix under the
first set of constraints, ~X, and another version under the alternative constraints, X. Both model matrices are the
whole model versions, after absorption of the constraints by reparameterization. Since the alternative constraints
simply impose identifiability it is fundamental that
X = ~X ~ (6)
Now form a pivoted QR decompositionQR = X (so the columns ofX may be pivoted here, and this will need to
be reversed later). IfR is full rank then
 = R 1QT ~X ~ (7)
( in pivoted order), and we are finished.
If R is not full rank (since X need not be), but of rank r < p = dim(), then only its first r rows will be
non-zero: denote these by r  p matrix R1. Let Q1 denote the corresponding first r columns of Q. Then the r
constraints imposed by (6) become
R1 = Q
T
1
~X ~: (8)
Given these constraints the fitting process seeks to minimize the model penalty, TS, say. So we have a simple
quadratic optimization subject to linear constraints. To proceed we require range and null space bases for the
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constraints, which can be obtained by QR decomposition (no need to pivot)
RT1 =
Q
24 R
0
35 = h Y Z i
24 R
0
35
where R is r  r and
h
Y Z
i
is just a partitioning ofQ (Y is p r). Setting
 =
h
Y Z
i24 Y
Z
35
then it is easy to show that the constraints (8) are satisfied by any Z if Y = R 1QT1 ~X ~. So we seek any Z
to minimize TS, which is equivalent to finding the Z minimizing TZZ
TSZZ . Clearly Z = 0 will achieve
this and hence
 = Y R 1QT1 ~X ~ (9)
is the more general version of (7) (again in pivoted order, as a result of the first QR decomposition).
Since covariance matrices also have to be transformed, it may be useful to explicitly form the matrix P such
that  = P ~, from the definitions in (7) or (9). In that case ifV~ is a covariance matrix in the fitting parameteri-
zation,V = PV ~P
T is the equivalent assuming the alternative constraints.
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